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Abstract: Due to technological growth in electronic devices 

leads the human to belong to usage of machines. This 

Machine development also stated with manual operation, 

semi-automated and fully automated. Especially this 

technological development place a major role in home 

appliances like washing machine, television, air conditioner, 

heater and other home appliances etc. These machines were 

initially developed to provide solutions for needs, but day by 

day with the development of artificial intelligence these 

machine also developed to work with sense. For instance 

washing machine can has evolved from manual operation to 

fully automated operation. This article will elaborate the 

machine learning technique can also be adapted to the home 

appliances and make the machine to work with sense 

without programming. The design model of fully automated 

home appliances is elaborated with the proposed 

architecture.  

Key Words: Home Appliances, Decision Tree Learning, 

Association Rule Learning. 

I. Introduction  

 

 A computer has an ability to learn without direct 

programming is called as Machine Learning. This technique 

was come in to the world in the year of 1959 an American 

Innovator names as Arthur Samuel who had been working in 

IBM. Machine learning technology which comprises of three 

technological fields is Artificial Intelligence, Pattern 

Recognition and Computational Learning. So the machine 

learning can be done the role of construction of algorithm and 

make decisions. 

Machine Learning is also not limited with the three 

technological field also closely related with the mathematical 

field like statistics and strong ties with mathematical 

optimization theory of computation etc.  These technical 

details will collect collection of information which is also tied 

with data mining principles to take decisions which will be 

done without programmed through unsupervised learning. 

Machine learning also developed to work with the strategy of 

prediction methods by using data analytic. Many researchers 

who are all in the field of data scientists, engineers and 

analysts are endorsed to promote the machine learning 

technique.  

During the period of 2016, machine learning becomes more 

popular with gartner graphical representation called hype 

cycle. Even though the acceptance in machine learning which 

is difficult and hard to find the decision pattern , also not able 

to provide efficient data , from which machine learning 

programming was declared as weakening technology. The 

Machine learning was implemented in computer programming 

which learn experience E based on the task T and performed 

task T then modified the learned experience E. Machine 

learning with Intelligence is called Thinking machine. 

 Classification of Machine Learning is into three 

categories like supervised learning, unsupervised learning and 

reinforcement learning. The first classification is works on the 

input and output decision given by the trainer the machine 

will react. Next classification in controversy with first 

classification works without any input and output decisions, 

machine can work to find own structure of the input. The last 

classification is machine can interact with a dynamic 

environment must perform certain goal. 

II. Related Work  

To accomplish the proposed work the following area related 

works are considered.  

Decision Tree Learning  

Decision tree is a specialized tree where leaves represent the 

labels and branches represent conjunction also called 

classification tree. Decision tree collect the list of items and 

conclusion about the target value. Collection of data’s are 

recorded in the form of (X,Y) = (x1,x2,x3, ….xk, Y) . 

Depending on the value of the variable decision is selected. 

X consists of x1, x2, …..xk. 

To understand the impurity of gained set of items with 

collection J, and i belongs to  { 1,2,….J}  

 

Association rule learning  

It is a method of discovering relationship between the data 

collection. Rule is defined as  

Let I ={ i1,i2, ….in} be a set of n binary attributes called 

mining. Let D = {t1, t2….tm} be a set of transaction called 

the data base. The rule is defined as an implication of the 

form. X implies Y where X,Y belong to I 

III. Proposed Architecture  

 In the modern technological development leads the 

number of users involves to use all kind of home appliances. 
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This is the reason home appliances devices have been 

developing with new technique like Artificial intelligence 

which results more involvement of human presence was 

replaced and also reduce the load of human. This article 

proposed new Architecture for implementing fully automated 

home appliances which will fully replaces the human 

involvement for device working.  

The Following Home Appliances are taken for adopting 

Machine learning Techniques 

1. Washing Machine 

2. Heater 

3. Air Conditioner 

4. Television  

5. Mobile Devices 

6. Computers 

7. Lighting and FAN  

8. Iron Box 

9. Water Level Controller  

 

Machine Learning adopted with Home Appliances proposed 

algorithms. Each home appliances are defined the scenario of 

working strategy defined in the individual algorithm. Machine 

learning technique take this as a input and react on own 

decision technique without need of any inbuilt programming. 

1. Washing Machine  

This kind of devices has a capacity of the cloth weight. 

Assuming detergent , freshener liquid is prefilling in to the 

machine and  the used cloth are filling in to the washing 

machine frequently , the device has monitoring the weight of 

the cloth , once it reached the desired weight of the machine 

then the machine will start automatically to wash the cloth  

 

The Algorithm Design as  

 

(i) Check the weight of the cloth filled  

(ii)If ( Reached desired weight of the Machine) 

Then  

Start the machine ON 

Once process completed check the detergent and freshener 

status  

Send SMS the user to order the same  

Else  

Wait for machine filled by cloth  

(iii) Generate the status of the machine  

(iv) Consolidated the user refilling strategy and automatically 

started even the machine is not filled by the cloth on the 

regular time.  

2. Heater 

Here the electronic device heater is made on and off 

automatically based on collecting the user information. Which 

are the time of user on and time of user off the Heater?. The 

next day the Heater will automatically ON and OFF the 

heater. Suppose the user is not using the heater for holidays 

and outing time which is also considered to make delay the 

Heater ON and OFF. The Design strategy algorithm is 

(i) Collect the user usage of Heater and Recorded it  

(ii) Next day automatically ON the heater on the Same 

time and OFF the heater  

(iii) Collect the holiday details  

IF(it is a holiday ) 

Recored the time of user ON the Heater  

Goto step ii 

3. Air Conditioner 

Air conditioner is also regulated by collecting the time and 

usage of the user. The details are  

i. At what time the user on the Air conditioner 

ii. How long time the user make the Air conditioner ON 

iii. What level of Cooling set 

The Algorithm Design are  

(i) Collect the above details  

(ii) Find out the next routine time, if reached 

automatically ON the Air Conditioner and OFF the Air 

conditioner when the user usage time is reached  

4. Television  

The best entertainment of the human is television; many of the 

human are having a habit to watch the interested movie or 

serial. Once they are not available such a situation missing of 

the scenes. By using machine learning Techniques, can help to 

satisfy the user needs. This device also watch or monitors the 

user regular usage of time in television with frequency 

bandwidth. Once the time reached but the Television is not 

ON then the Machine learning device automatically ON the 

television when the user is present otherwise recorded the 

scenes. Later user can watch the scenes without missing. 

The Algorithm design  

(i) Record the usage of user timing 

(ii) Check the time is reached  

(iii) If( user is available)  

ON the television  

Otherwise 

Record the scenes  

5. Mobile Devices 

Mobile devices can also implement to answer the called user 

with the needed information. when the user is not present then 

the machine learning device will automatically generate the 

message and tell the unavailability of the user.  

The design algorithm  

        (i)Check the call  

         (ii)If (any incoming calls) 

Check the user availability  

(ii a) if (user is not available ) 

Generate the message and informed to the caller 

6. Computer 

Machine learning  technique can also support to usage of 

computer by doing ON and OFF the machine. These will be 

done by collecting user presence and usage time of the user.  

The design algorithm  

(i)Check the user available   

(ii)If (user is available and time reached) 

         ON the computer  
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7. Lighting and FAN 

Machine learning  technique can also control the to usage of 

light and Fan in the home  by doing ON and OFF the 

machine. These will be done by collecting user presence and 

usage time of the user.  

The design algorithm  

(i).Check the user available   

(ii)If ( user is available and time reached ) 

         ON the light /FAN or OFF the light /FAN   

8. Iron Box 

         Machine learning technique can also help iron box by 

doing ON and OFF the machine. These will be done by 

collecting user presence and usage time of the user.  

The design algorithm  

(i).Check the user available   

 (ii).If ( user is available and time reached ) 

            ON the iron box or OFF the iron BOX 

 

9. Water level controller 

Water level on the tank also can be controlled by the Machine 

learning technique by automatically ON and OFF based on the 

electric facility availability. 

The algorithm design stages 

  (i).Check and monitor the electric power supply 

 (ii).If ( power recorded seemed to off on the record time) 

                     Then  

ON the motor and fill the tank  

Otherwise  

Go to step i 

This proposed device control is controlled by the overall 

controller which will find out the human present inside the 

home. If human present inside the home the following devices 

are given control to work. Other device are work independent 

on human present . 

 

(i) Heater 

(ii) Air Conditioner 

(iii) Computers 

(iv) Lighting and FAN  

(v) Iron Box 

IV .RESULT AND DISCUSSION:         

The Proposed machine learning fully automated Home system 

is designed in the home. Figure.1 shows the imaginary figure 

of the proposed system. 

 

Fig1. Overall Proposed Architecture  

Figure 2 shows the placement of devices in the Home in 

different places. 

 

 Fig2. Placement of devices in Home  

 

Figure Figure 3 shows the design of component for the 

proposed work. 

 
Figure.3 Proposed system connectivity  

Figure 4 depict the design device connectivity 
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Figure 5 shows the installation of the proposed devices inside 

the wall and connectivity is given as like the electric device 

connectivity.  

 

Fig  5.  Implemented device place on the    Wall inside the 

home  

V. Conclusion  

The Proposed article for fully automated home electric 

appliance control system has been help to control the home 

appliances without the presence of the human with the 

supporting of Machine learning technique. Existing devices 

are work based on the predefined control setting is define in 

the program where as the proposed device will collect the 

information and act independently without predefined 

program .In the Comparing with existing devices this 

proposed device will support without further guidance of user 

as well as which will help to control the device efficiently and 

reduce the work load of the human in home. 
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